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Motivation

Simple queries work well with simple IR systems (term-match based document retrieval).

Query expansion (QE) helps...

More terms → matching odds increased → better retrieval results
... but sometimes not.

Bad selection of terms → drift from initial topic → noisy results

Why don’t we understand what the user want, instead of retrieving what the user said?
Why don’t we reason answers instead of guess terms? Is there a better approach for elaborated queries with geographic and temporal scopes?

Queries have entities, and entities have semantic information.

Statistics-based QE works at term level.

Reasoning-based QE requires working at entity level, where its semantic role is grounded.

Objectives

• **Build** a semantically-flavored query reformulation (SQR) approach, using external knowledge resources and reasoning approaches to reformulate queries at entity level.

• **Evaluate** how suitable is a SQR approach on retrieving documents for geographically-challenging queries.

System overview

1. Detect and ground entities in user queries and in the whole document collection

   requires a named entity recognition (NER) software.

2. Use external knowledge bases (Wikipedia, DBpedia, geographic ontologies) to access more information about entities.

Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEs</th>
<th>Entities</th>
<th>Geographic Entities</th>
<th>Temporal Entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3. Index terms and semantic information (NEs, entities, places and time expressions)

4. Extend a retrieval engine to cope with term / semantic indexes, reformulate queries to use against those indexes

Experiments and results

1. Baseline run, plain terms with no expansion
2. Automatic run, with DBpedia ontology lookup
3. Supervised run, with DBpedia ontology lookup
4. Extended run, with DBpedia abstract entities
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